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Emily Dickenson won the first phase of the Talent Scout series but none of that seemed to
matter the moment her father sailed headfirst over the neck of his horse Canterbury and landed
on a jump pole. Riding can be dangerous, everyone knows that but the people who have made
horses their lives have come to terms with the fact, until it affects one of their own.And while her
father is in the hospital with Missy by his side, it falls on Emily’s shoulders to take over the
running of Fox Run Farm. But the grooms don’t want to take orders from a fourteen year old and
neither do the wealthy clients. They want to know when their real trainer is coming back or they’ll
be moving to another barn. And a revolt is really the last thing Emily needs when she is trying
desperately to hold her life together.So when a new trainer shows up to help, it seems like things
are finally going to be okay. Emily can concentrate on getting ready for the second Talent Scout
show and the boarders will stop complaining and everything can go back to normal. But there is
something about the new trainer that Emily doesn’t like, a bad feeling that she just can’t shake.
And if things seem too good to be true, it’s probably because they are.
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Dianna Smith, “It was OK.. I love this series but this book wasn't one of my favorites. I hope the
next one is better.”

A-J, “The adventures continued .... Loved it as always - looking forward to reading the next
installment to see what has happened to Bluebird ...”

Allena, “<3<3<3<3. Another amazing book! I just cant get enough of this series”

Gabi Rosetti, “Double Standards. Emily won her class in the first show in the Talent Scout series.
As we read at the end of the last book, we saw that Canterbury stopped at a jump and Emily's
father had had hit the poles on the jump.Now with her father in the hospital and Missy is
spending all of her time there, a fourteen year-old Emily is left to run Fox Run. Nobody wants to
listen to her or take orders from her. Clients wonder when the real trainers are coming back and
threaten to move to another barn. Soon, a new trainer shows up to help out and Emily can get
back to preparing for the second show in the Talent Scout series. But something is not right
about the new trainer, Sandy (who is Missy's friend)... "And if things seem too good to be true,
it’s probably because they are." ...Emily's father has changed in a drastic way... Missy tries to
keep Fox Run in operation while taking care of Owen and dealing with Rob... Emily is trying to
help out more and work all of her horses — while she is training for the second show in the
Talent Scout series... Someone will prove themselves to be untrustworthy... Someone else will
seem to have really changed... There are more lessons to be learnt in this book... The book ends
in a cliffhanger...Kindle Unlimited Member”

cherie gardner, “LOVE IT. Amazing! I love this series. Would recommend to anyone from the age
of 11+. Great horsemanship and drama. Love it!”

•°•, “Claire does not disappoint. Claire is one of the best, if not the best, horse related author out
there. Her characters are created so very well, and Emily is an amazing character with her own
strengths and weaknesses. Claire allows the reader to realize the progression of horse and rider
and the difficulties faced in reality. I recommend this book to any equestrian looking for a good
read, and I have to say that this series is by far better than any other I've read.”

Rose66, “Awesome Book and Series!. This whole series is great and Book 20 is also!! I'm an
adult but have loved horses all my life. I can no longer ride due to a back injury but I still love
them and it is so much fun to live through Emily and her horses. I look forward to each new
book.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Keep 'em coming!. Just like a soap opera, this series hooks you in and



you have to keep reading/watching to see what happens next. The characters are reasonably
believable and its great relaxed reading.”

A. Whittle, “Very good. Brilliant all Claire's books are good”

Ebook Library Reader, “Marvellous. This book is absolutely marvellous and left me on such a
cliff hangerCan't wait to find out what happens”

Ioana Winnicki, “Amazing. Such a good book it's amazing I'm addicted to these series they're so
good one of he best series I've read”

The book by Sarah Ballantyne has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 47 people have provided feedback.
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